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ABSTRACT Linguistic interaction between humans and machines is one of the most challenging fields in
the development of next-generation User Interfaces. In this work, we investigate the role of beliefs about the
interlocutor in human-computer linguistic interaction. First, we introduced an experimental setup that makes
use of filtered and post-processed web content to generate a realistic, generic linguistic interaction. Then,
we collected dialogues from two different sets α and β, corresponding to users being unaware or aware of the
artificial nature of the interlocutor, respectively. The results thus obtained, analyzed using a standard t-test
procedure (N = 30), demonstrate a statistically significant difference between the two sets in some of the
linguistic features selected, i.e., sentence length and the number of adjectives, providing further insights to
expand some of the evidence previously found in the literature.

INDEX TERMS Human–computer interaction, linguistic behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION
Computer designers, cognitive scientists, psychologists,
philosophers, and sometimes also artists have often found
human-computer linguistic interaction an attractive topic
to investigate [1]–[4]. While several other communication
channels have been replicated with discrete success in
human-machine interfaces [5]–[7], natural language inter-
faces are still at their infancy, with prominent applications
focused on specific conceptual domains and predefined inter-
action templates [8]–[10]. As a consequence, the current
hype is focused on improving the technology behind such
interfaces, rather than studying the possible implications of
dealing with those interactions. Nevertheless, with growth
in complexity and diffusion of natural language-based inter-
faces, new models and methodologies oriented towards a
human-centric analysis will be required.

In this work, we focus on a specific aspect of these kinds
of interactions, that is, the role played by the beliefs about
the interlocutor in human-computer dialogue. Specifically,
we investigate how the beliefs about the human/artificial
nature of the interlocutor influence the linguistic behavior in
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text-based interactions. Linguistic alignment between human
and computer interlocutors has been investigated in litera-
ture from different perspectives, for both written and spoken
dialogues.

The seminal work in [11] performs a comparison of
keyboard conversations involving a computer and human
partners, where the same human operator plays both kinds
of partners employing a prefixed set of answering rules as
defined in [12]. Results show how the utterances usage is
affected by both the initial model assumed for the other part-
ner and the partner’s subsequent responses. Authors of [13]
investigate the impact of beliefs in lexical alignment bring-
ing evidence from human-computer dialogues. In particular,
they introduce the notion of mediated alignment to denote
a linguistic behavior that is affected by beliefs about the
counterpart, in contrast to the unmediated alignment, which
is a reaction to the interlocutor behavior (e.g., previous
responses). Their study, although mainly finalized on gath-
ering insights about human-human communications, seems
to show that humans feel the need to adapt more towards the
interlocutor if it is believed to be a computer. Authors of [14]
analyze the role of preconceptions in talking to artificial
entities such as computers and robots, identifying two pro-
totypical preconceptions about the artificial communication
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TABLE 1. Some details of Consciousnet and other famous chatbots.

partner, where it can be classified as a tool and as a social
actor. In [15] authors analyze how expectations and beliefs
about a system affect users’ word choice. Specifically, they
demonstrate that human adaptation in dialogue is dependent
on the complexity level she/he assumes for the computer
involved in the interaction. The study conducted in [16]
further investigates the role of beliefs in lexical behavior,
using pieces of evidence from a set of experiments in order
to capture differences between humans and computers when
choosing from a particular set of words. The results indicate
that a modification in the lexical behavior of participants can
be found when they believe to be interacting with a com-
puter counterpart, aligning in linguistic choicesmore strongly
when dealing with apparently less advanced computers.
Assuming an even increasing generality and multi-domain
applicability of the next-generation human-machine natural
language interfaces, the contribution we intend to provide in
this work is to investigate the role of beliefs about the inter-
locutor without assuming any specific conceptual domain
a priori and not restricting the linguistic space to a reduced
subset of word choices. First, we design and propose an
experimental setup based on an artificial counterpart that
uses filtered and post-processed web content to generate a
realistic, generic linguistic interaction. Then, dialogues gen-
erated are collected into two different sets α and β, corre-
sponding to users being unaware or aware of the artificial
nature of the interlocutor before performing the interaction,
respectively. Finally, the results thus obtained are analyzed
using a standard t-test procedure (N = 30) to investigate a
statistically significant difference between the two sets for a
set of predefined metrics.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: in
Section III-A we describe the experimental setup consisting

of the interaction platform and testing scenario specifically
designed. Next, in Section IV, we show the methodology
adopted to collect and process data, along with statistical
analysis, to summarize the results. Finally, conclusions about
results are drawn in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK
From a technical perspective, Consciousnet can be classi-
fied as a chatbot, i.e., a software simulating an artificial
entity capable of textually interacting with human coun-
terparts. This field, originated by the seminal work of
Weizebaum [17], has been fueled by many contributions over
the years [18]–[20], that differ from each other by two main
aspects: (i) the complexity of model adopted (ii) the knowl-
edge base used to generate content. Table 1 shows, at best of
our knowledge, the most influential chatbots ever developed.
For the reasons previously explained, only text-based interac-
tion platforms have been taken into account. As shown, some
essential features differentiate the proposed platform from
other projects in Table 1, in which explicit knowledge bases
are adopted. In particular, the application domain is not tied
to any specific field a priori, being driven by the dynamics of
the interaction, as it will be explained in Section III-A. Also,
a potentially unlimited knowledge-base can be estimated
since no explicit database is maintained and used as a source.
Another feature is the multi-cultural language support: any
language, slang, or even grammatical error, can emerge in the
interaction. In other words, Consciousnet is simply in sync
with the status of web content, thus being up to date with the
cultural aspects the web reflects.

Overall, looking at the different features summarized
in Table 1, Cleverbot is the work that can be compared the
most to Consciousnet. It also uses a quite large database,
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while still supervised and based on previous online conversa-
tions performed by users. Nevertheless, considering it from
an academic research perspective, it suffers from what we
believe to be a severe flaw, i.e., the lack of freely avail-
able APIs and open-source code. Other works, not listed
in Table 1, propose the mining of specific web resources to
extract the knowledge base, including discussion forums [21],
[22], logs from virtual environment games [23], ontology
databases [24], semantic layers added to Wikipedia con-
tent [25], and TV/movie dialogue transcripts [26], [27].
However, they still may be considered as falling in the cat-
egory of expert systems, and thus, not suitable for the kind
of general-purpose experimental platform proposed in this
work.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. WEB-BASED TEXT GENERATION PLATFORM
In this section, we describe the linguistic interaction platform
used to carry out the experiments. In particular, we adopted
three main design choices for the experimental setup:

• Text-only interaction: i.e., no added ‘‘realism’’ based
on multi-modal techniques. This choice excludes speech
synthesis/recognition, three- dimensional avatars,
touch-based interactions, or robotics. The idea is to
focus on the content of linguistic interaction, instead
of introducing distracting elements that could reveal the
artificiality of the interlocutor. For example, although
speech synthesis is widely used to ‘‘humanize’’ user-
experience, it makes the interlocutor more recognizable
as non-human. Further, even when such artificiality is
explicitly declared, several studies such as [28] have
demonstrated that computers exposing human features
may lead the user to have overly high expectations that
eventually influence the resulting dialogue.

• Generality: not specialized or focused on a particular
conceptual domain. This differentiates the platform used
from expert systems and assistance/entertainment chat
robots.

• Unsupervised linguistic space: neither explicit database
of concepts nor responses to be maintained; the cur-
rent status of web determines a ‘‘space’’ into which
Consciousnet moves. This choice affects both semantic
and syntactical aspects: e.g., slang, abbreviations, gram-
matical errors are part of linguistic space and can be
generated by the environment.

Let us describe each architectural component and its role in
the linguistic interaction process. Referring to the data flow
shown in Figure 1, we consider a text input introduced by the
user through theUser Interface. This input is then is processed
by Parser component, which produces an intermediate output,
namely meta-response, following a set of assembling rules
described in theAttitude configuration file (described below).
It is fundamental to point out that a meta-response is not
the final output of the artificial entity but a sort of ‘‘access
key’’ that will be used by the next Net Inject component

FIGURE 1. Consciousnet architectural components and data flow.

to extract web content. The production of a meta-response
follows a set of rules (specified Attitude configuration) aimed
at performing two main tasks on user’s text: (i) detecting
a potential set of keywords and selecting the one with the
highest priority (ii) use the selected keywords to assemble an
appropriate meta-response.

To give an example of how an Attitude data structure
could work to generate a meta-response, let us consider the
following simple Attitude configuration consisting in only
three keywords rules:

<key "I" 10>
<pattern> * I *
<metaresponse> (1) people who (2)

<key "golf" 20>
<pattern> * golf *
<metaresponse> why (1) golf (2)

<key default 0>
<pattern> *
<metaresponse> because *
<metaresponse> when they say *

Of course, this is an extremely trivial configuration, with
only two regular keywords ‘‘I’’ and ‘‘golf’’ and a default key-
word to use when no keyword is found. Now, let us consider
as user’s input the sentence ‘‘In the morning I talk to cats’’.
Since the only keyword found is ‘‘I’’, the first rule is applied,
and then a meta-response is assembled, using wildcards that
replicate some parts of the sentence. The assembled result is:
‘‘In the morning people who talk to cats’’. Otherwise, if the
input was ‘‘I play golf each weekend’’, even if both keywords
are present, only the second with higher priority (20) would
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TABLE 2. Entry-point list and abstraction levels.

be applied, leading to ‘‘why I play golf in the weekend’’.
Thanks to the default keyword rule, even an input with no
keywords would produce a meta-response. For example, e.g.,
‘‘stop talking to me’’ would be assembled in ‘‘when they
say stop talking to me’’ or ‘‘because stop talking to me’’.
Table 2 shows an example of possible keywords, ordered by
the abstraction level class. The approach chosen for experi-
ments carried out in this work is to give the highest priority
to keywords with the lowest level of generality (abstraction).
This choice, while not mandatory, reflects the intuitive obser-
vation that the more abstract and general a word is, the less
its semantic value is useful to understand the whole sentence.

The so assembled meta-response is then used by the Net
Inject component to access the web content through a set
Google APIs [30], freely available for non-commercial pur-
poses. In particular, the Net Inject component performs a
call of the Google’s CustomSearch API method passing as
argument themeta-response. The results obtained are a vector
of strings selected according to Google’s internal semantic
algorithms. Please note that choosing this particular API is
not relevant for the proposed text-generation approach, and
any other equivalent library could be used instead. Finally,
the Net Inject component processes the vector of strings,
performing the following actions: (i) Filtering outputs in
order to exclude some responses (e.g., too long, too short,
with incomplete sentence, not allowed strings) (ii) Ordering
on the basis of quality metrics (e.g., presence of particular
keywords). The response string thus obtained is returned to
the user, and then the interaction can repeat.

B. TESTING SCENARIO
In this Subsection, we describe the setup used to carry out the
experimental tests using the interaction platform described in
the previous Subsection. In order to understand the rationale
behind the proposed testing setup, it might be useful to com-
pare the proposed approach against the well-known test pro-
posed by Turing. In a Turing test setup, shown in Figure 2(a),
a human subject C interacts with two different counterparts
A and B, which both asses to be ‘‘human’’. The purpose of
the test is to check whether C can detect the artificial nature
of one of the counterparts using a text-only interaction. The

FIGURE 2. Comparison between the original Turing test setup (left) and
the experimental setup (right) performed with Consciousnet.

experimental setup (Figure 2(b)) used in this work changes
the perspective and the role of the three A, B, and C entities.
First, both A and B assume an explicit belief about the nature
of the counterpart. In other words, what changes between
the experiments is not the actual nature of the counterpart
C , but the assumption made by A and B. The comparison
between the traditional Turing test and the proposed setup
are summarized in Table 3, showing how the role of each of
involved entities A, B, and C changes from both a functional
and semantic perspective.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. DATA COLLECTION
A main set of 60 students, chosen from those attending the
Computer Science for Psychology [31] course, held at the
University of Catania, has been selected and then, each of
them has been assigned to one the two sets α and β in order
to have equal distribution of 30 male/female components
with age ranging from 19 to 22 years. Students belonging
to the set α were instructed that they were performing a
generic text-only chat session with an American professor
(Dr. Gioio), interested in testing a new form of interaction to
be used in the future with his students. Each student entered
(one at a time) in an isolated room, and, after a 10-minute
chat session, moved to a separate room to avoid any influence
on subsequent students. When all the students of the set α
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TABLE 3. Comparison of roles and subjects involved in both traditional Turing test and adopted setup.

ended their sessions, the real experiment has been revealed,
and permissions to access chat transcripts have been asked.

A total of 1116 and 943 sentences have been collected
from participants of sets α and β, respectively, excluding
those produced by the platform itself during the interac-
tion. A quantitative and qualitative analysis of the transcripts
was conducted to investigate the impact in terms of covered
semantic domains, syntax-oriented metrics, and statistically
relevant differences among the two sets α and β. In the
pre-processing phase, some classes of words were excluded
in order to have a less noisy input dataset to analyze. For
example, words with a usage frequency under the threshold
of 1% on the overall data. Another exclusion regarded those
words commonly referred to as stop words, i.e., words that
do not play any particular semantic role (for a complete list
of the stopwords adopted see also [32]). The remainingwords
were labeled using the Stanford POS Tagger [33] considering
4 categories (nouns, proper nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and
verbs).

In order to perform a quantitative analysis of the samples
belonging to set α and β, the following metrics have been
chosen:
• Sentence length: the average length of each user sen-
tence (in the number of characters).

• Number of Sentences: the number of sentences pro-
duced by each user during the interaction.

• Nouns: the number of nouns used by each user in the
interaction.

• ProperNouns: the number of proper nouns (e.g., names)
used by each user in the interaction.

• Adjectives: the number of adjectives used by each user
in the interaction.

• Adverbs: the number of adverbs used by each user in
the interaction.

• Verbs: the number of verbs used by each user in the
interaction.

While several further different choices could be possi-
ble, we judged the above metrics as an excellent trade-off
to perform a quantitative analysis while still capturing
some intuitive critical aspects of the produced linguistic
interaction.

B. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

This section describes the methodology adopted to evaluate
any statistically significant difference between results coming
from sets α and β. A key requirement of such analysis is that
only a relatively limited amount of data is available for the
evaluation. In order to overcome this limitation, a Unpaired
Two-Sample t-test [34] procedure has been adopted to verify
hypotheses regarding a statistically significant difference in
the average values observed for the metrics defined above.

More formally, denoting with µα,i and µβ,i the true mean
of metric i for sets α and β, respectively, we are interested
in verifying whether there is enough statistical evidence to
accept the null hypothesis µα,i−µβ,i = 0, i.e., no difference
between the means of metric i when comparing the two sets.

The veracity of the null hypothesis will be verified together
with a corresponding level of statistical reliability, repre-
sented by two error probabilities Pa and Pb, that are, the prob-
ability of having false positives and negatives, respectively.
For the experiments presented in this section, we assume
Pb = 0.05 and Pa = 0.05 targets, which are commonly
accepted in literature as suitably small values, as suggested
in [34].

Another important aspect is related to the size of sam-
ples collected in sets α and β, since only an appropriate
number of samples would guarantee the capacity of identify-
ing small differences while maintaining acceptable statistical
significance levels. With this aim, we first chose, for each
metric i, a threshold value δi = |µα,i − µβ,i| as critical
difference, i.e., representing some discordance between the
average values that we want to be sure to detect (if present).
Next, we adopted the approach based on Cohen’s d (know
also as effect size) [35], using tables which express sample
size in function of the desired Pa, Pb, and δi. With this regard,
we chose a critical value of 8 characters for sentence length,
5 sentences for the total number of sentences, and 2 for
nouns, proper nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and verbs. While
these values are somewhat arbitrary, they do not affect the
behavior of t-test, but only our choice of the sample size in
order to capture differences that we judge to be significant.
Using the above values for Pa, Pb, and δi, we found the
number of sentences collected (about 1000 for each set) was
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TABLE 4. Results of t-test performed on set α and β.

more than sufficient to determine rejection/acceptance of the
statistical hypothesis about the real mean difference between
set α and β.

The results obtained for each metric are summarized
in Table 4. In particular, columns report in order (from left
to right): confidence interval of the mean difference µα,i −
µβ,i, mean values for each of the two sets, and the corre-
sponding P − value. The last column summarizes the con-
clusion that should be taken concerning the null hypothesis
(i.e., no difference): accepted, rejected, or no evidence.
Recalling the methodology described earlier, a sufficiently
small P− value (≤ 0.05) provide enough statistical evidence
that the null hypothesis can be rejected, i.e., a statistically
significant difference is present between α and β data sets.
This is the case of the metrics representing the number of
adjectives used and the sentence length. On the contrary, for
the number of sentences and proper nouns, the null hypothesis
is accepted, and we can assess that no significant difference
has been detected.

While the obtained acceptance/rejection results of the null
hypothesis for each metric can be a starting point for many
different interpretations/considerations, but a few points can
be assessed. First, unaware users of the group α tend to
use (on average) longer sentences, at least eight characters
per sentence. Please notice how the number of sentences
for each interaction remains the same. Since the interaction
time was fixed (10 minutes), and the sentence length of
the artificial counterpart is statistically not dependent by the
group being investigated, we can asses that the average time
spent by users for producing each sentencewas on average the
same of both group α and β (32 sentences in 10 minutes, that
is, 19 seconds per sentence). So, the eight chars difference
in sentence length can be interpreted not only as ‘‘more
content’’, but also as 25% quicker typing of the unaware
group α users. A difference is also detected for the number of
adjectives, which seems to be more frequently used by group
α users. Finally, the acceptance of the null hypothesis for
proper nouns is somewhat expected, usually being a poorly
common lexical term (3-4 times per dialogue) appearing in
a relatively predictable way, e.g., at the beginning of the
session, when users write their names or cities.

A separate discussion is required for nouns, adverbs,
and verbs. They show a third interesting possibility: some

difference has been detected, but the P − value is not suf-
ficiently small to attribute any significance to the results.
We can think of two possible reasons: (i) a difference in the
actual means does not actually exist, and the non-zero values
reported as difference are merely statistical fluctuations due
to an insufficient amount of samples (ii) a difference exists,
but it is smaller than the critical difference chosen when
determining the sample size. For example, suppose that for
some reason, users of set α tend to use a little more adverbs
than users of set β. If such difference can be quantified
on average as equal to 1, it will never be detected by our
experimental setup, since the sample size is statistically capa-
ble of detecting only differences being at least equal to 2
(i.e., δi = 2 for adverbs). Nevertheless, each critical δi has
been chosen as representative of the minimal difference
judged as significative, so increasing the sample size for
detecting a smaller difference should be considered a lousy
test design choice.

V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we investigated the impact of awareness about
the nature of the counterpart in human-machine text-based
interaction. Using a platform generation of a general-purpose
linguistic interaction, we carried out experiments involving
two different groups of users, representative of the two differ-
ent beliefs about the interlocutor. A statistical analysis of data
collected shows evidence of differences in terms of sentence
length and number of adjectives used. In contrast, the total
number of sentences and the use of proper nouns remain
unaltered.
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